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We study the properties of plasmon polaritons in one-dimensional photonic metamaterial superlattices re-
sulting from the periodic repetition of a Fibonacci structure. We assume the system made up of positive
refraction and metamaterial layers. A Drude-type dispersive response for both the dielectric permittivity and
magnetic permeability of the left-handed material is considered. Maxwell’s equations are solved for oblique
incidence by using the transfer-matrix formalism. Our results show that the plasmon-polariton modes are
considerably affected by the increasing of the Fibonacci-sequence order of the elementary cell. The loss of the
long-range spatial coherence of the electromagnetic field along the growth direction, which is due to the
quasiperiodicity of the elementary cell, leads to the splitting of the plasmon-polariton frequencies, resulting in
a Cantor-type frequency spectra. Moreover, the calculated photonic dispersion indicates that if the plasma
frequency is chosen within the photonic n=0 gap then the plasmon-polariton modes behave essentially as
pure plasmon modes.
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The control and manipulation of light, as well as the study
of its interaction with condensed matter, have been the sub-
ject of considerable amount of work in the last few decades.
Photonic crystals PCs Refs. 1–3 have emerged as a new
class of optical materials displaying exciting and useful
properties of practical application. Apart from the purely
physical interest for investigating PCs, an additional motiva-
tion for studying them is provided by the challenge of con-
structing all-optical devices eventually capable of replacing
electronic transistors.4,5
The advent of metamaterials, i.e., optical materials with
negative index of refraction6,7 theoretically described by
Veselago8 at the end of the 1960s, has opened up new inter-
esting possibilities for studying PCs. In this context, one-
dimensional 1D periodic and quasiperiodic PCs made up of
materials with positive and negative indices of refraction
have been studied both from the experimental9 and
theoretical10–12 points of view. Such systems display a band
gap associated to the condition n=0 null average of the
refractive index, which is essentially invariant with
scaling.13,14 Furthermore, at the interface between the
metamaterial and the positive-refraction material, resonant
interactions may take place between electromagnetic waves
and an electronic plasma at the surface of the metamaterial,
leading to electromagnetic surface waves known as surface-
plasmon polaritons.15
Recent work has explored the possibility of exciting bulk
plasmon polaritons along the growth direction in 1D periodic
photonic superlattices containing a metamaterial.16 For ob-
lique incidence, as the magnetic electric field correspond-
ing to TE TM modes has a nonvanishing component along
the superlattice growth direction, such a field leads to the
excitation of coupled bulk magnetic electric plasmon-
polariton modes.16
The present study is concerned with the properties of
plasmon polaritons in 1D photonic Fibonacci superlattices
containing layers of metamaterial. We have focused in a 1D
structure made up by using two different building blocks
layers A and B, with width, electric permittivity, and mag-
netic permeability given by a and b, A and B, and A and
B, respectively. We consider such a structure as periodic,
with the elementary cell composed by the mth generation of
the Fibonacci sequence, which is obtained from the recursion
relation SmA ,B=Sm−1A ,BSm−2A ,Bm2, and the ini-
tial conditions S0A ,B=B and S1A ,B=A. The Fibonacci
sequence Sm may alternatively be obtained by substituting
B→A and A→AB in Sm−1, i.e., through the inflation law
SmA ,B=Sm−1AB ,A. In addition, it is possible to show that
SmA ,B=Sm−kSk+1A ,B ,SkA ,B, where m2 and
0km. The total number of elements A and B in the
elementary cell Sm satisfies the Fibonacci succession, which
may be recursively defined as Fm=Fm−1+Fm−2, with the ini-
tial conditions F0=F1=1. The ratio m=Fm+1 /Fm converges
toward to the golden mean = 1+2 /2, as m increases, and
the length Lm of the elementary cell Sm may be obtained as
Lm=Fm−1a+Fm−2b.
If the growth direction is taken along the z axis, the equa-
tion describing the electric-field amplitude E associated with
the monochromatic TE modes electric field parallel to the
interface planes propagating along the photonic superlattice
is given by
d
dz
1
z
d
dz
Ez = − z2
c2
−
q2
n2z	Ez , 1
where nz=zz, z and z are the position-
dependent refraction index, magnetic permeability, and di-
electric permittivity of the 1D system, respectively. At the
interfaces, the vector function
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z = 
 Ez1
z
d
dz
Ez  2
is a continuous function. Because of the periodicity of the 1D
system,  is an eigenfunction of the translation operator Tˆ Lm
across the length of the elementary cell Sm, and therefore
Tˆ Lm0 =Lm = e
ikLm0 . 3
In addition, one may define the transfer matrix Tm as the 2
2 matrix which connects the function  at the beginning
z=0 and at the end z=Lm of the elementary cell Sm, i.e.,
Lm = Tm0 . 4
Combining Eqs. 3 and 4, one may note that
Tm − eikLmI0 = 0, 5
where I is the 22 identity matrix. In other words, eikLm and
0 are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the transfer
matrix, respectively, whereas Tm is the matrix representation
of the translation operator Tˆ Lm. From Eqs. 4 and 5
coskLm = Rm, 6
where Rm is the semitrace of Tm, which is used to obtain the
dispersion relations =k or 	=	k, with 	= /2
 of
the TE modes in the photonic superlattice. According to the
rule for generating the Fibonacci sequence of order m, it is
possible to see that Tm=Tm−2Tm−1, and therefore17
Rm=2Rm−1Rm−2−Rm−3. In order to compute the semitrace Rm
for a given value of m2, it is only necessary to known the
semitraces R0, R1, and R2. A simple calculation leads to
R0 = cosQBb , 7
R1 = cosQAa 8
and
R2 = cosQAacosQBb
−
1
2QABQBA + QBAQAB	sinQAasinQBb , 9
where QA,B=2c2 nA,B2 −q2 and nA,B=A,BA,B are the wave
vector of the electromagnetic wave and the refraction index
in the optical medium A or B, respectively. The wave vector
q along the plane perpendicular to the growth direction may
be given, according to Snell’s law, as q=nA sinA
=nB sinB, where A and B are the incidence angles in
media A and B, respectively. We note that the TM modes
may also be studied from Eqs. 6–9 but by replacing A
and B by A and B, respectively, in Eq. 9. In the present
work, we have denoted A=, and chosen A=A=1 in me-
dium A, whereas in the metamaterial medium B we have
taken Drude-type dispersive responses given by18
B = 0 −
e
2
2
, B = 0 −
m
2
2
. 10
The frequencies associated to the electric and magnetic plas-
mon modes are 	e=
e
2
0
and 	m=
m
2
0
, respectively. For the
sake of simplicity, we have used 0=1 and 0=1 in the nu-
merical results.
Figure 1 displays the dispersion relation 	=	k, for dif-
ferent values of the incidence angle , in photonic superlat-
tices with elementary cells given by the Fibonacci sequences
S3 and S4. Present numerical results were obtained for
a=b=12 mm, and e /2
=m /2
=3 GHz cf. Eq. 10.
Dashed and solid lines correspond to m=3 and m=4, respec-
tively, where m is the order of the Fibonacci sequence used
as the elementary cell of the superlattice. One may note that
for normal incidence =0 the non-Bragg nm=0 fre-
quency gaps are null, as one might expect12 from the fact that
m= m=0, where m= Fm−1Aa+Fm−2Bb /Lm and
m= Fm−1Aa+Fm−2Bb /Lm. An increase in  leads to
non-Bragg gaps associated to nm=0 and to the plasmon
polariton gap.16 In the case of plasmon polaritons, for normal
incidence there is no component of the electric and magnetic
field along the growth direction, and therefore no longitudi-
nal plasmon polaritons are observed. For oblique incidence,
however, the magnetic field corresponding to the TE modes
has a nonvanishing component along the z-growth direction,
which results in the excitation of longitudinal magnetic
plasmon-polariton waves. One may note from Fig. 1 that, for
oblique incidence, there exists one coupled mode for m=3
and two coupled modes for m=4. The number of excited
plasmon-polariton modes corresponds to the number of
metamaterial layers B Fm−2 in the elementary cell Sm, as
one may see from Fig. 2. The single plasmon-polariton sub-
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FIG. 1. Color online TE dispersion relation 	=	k in photo-
nic Fibonacci superlattices with the elementary cell given by a Fi-
bonacci sequence Sm of length Lm, for different values of the
incidence angle . Calculations were performed for air as slab A
A=1 and A=1, a=b=12 mm, and e /2
=m /2
=3 GHz for
the Drude model in slab B. Dashed and solid lines correspond to the
S3 and S4 Fibonacci generations in the elementary cell, respectively.
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band for m=3 splits into Fm−2 plasmon-polariton subbands
for a given value of m3, a fact which is a consequence of
the loss of the long-range spatial coherence of the electro-
magnetic field along superlattice axis due to the quasiperiod-
icity of the unit cell.
The dispersion relations in photonic superlattices with el-
ementary cells given by the Fibonacci sequences S3 and S4
are displayed in Fig. 3 for various values of the incidence
angle. Calculations were performed for a=b=12 mm,
e /2
=3 GHz, and m /2
=1 GHz. One may note that the
magnetic plasmon frequency m2
0 is within the non-Bragg
nm=0 gap for =0 normal incidence. An increase in the
incidence angle leads to a nearly flat plasmon-polariton dis-
persion inside the nm=0 gap. Such plasmon-polariton sub-
bands behave essentially as pure bulk plasmon modes. The
plasmon-polariton subbands obtained for the elementary
cells S3 and S4 in the superlattice system, and displayed in
Figs. 3b and 3d, respectively, are magnified for clarity in
Fig. 4. Once more, it is clearly seen that the number of
plasmon-polariton subbands are different for different values
of the Fibonacci-sequence order of the elementary cell. In
fact, for m=3 and m=4 the number of plasmon-polariton
subbands are 1 and 2, respectively. Generally speaking, the
number of plasmon-polariton modes in the photonic super-
lattice containing a Fibonacci sequence Sm in the elementary
cell is Fm−2, which corresponds to the number of
B-metamaterial layers in Sm each of the Fm−2 slabs B
contributes to the whole spectra with a single bulk plasmon
polariton.
If ab, the distance between the different slabs B is so
large that the corresponding plasmon polaritons do not inter-
act. Such a situation leads to a Fm−2-degenerate plasmon-
polariton subband in the superlattice system. If ab, the
spatial proximity between the metamaterial slabs breaks up
such a degeneracy, leading to Fm−2 different plasmon-
polariton subbands. This behavior, which has already been
observed for electron states in similar semiconductor
systems,19,20 is displayed in Fig. 5, which exhibits the evo-
lution of the magnetic plasmon-polariton band structures of
photonic superlattices as functions of the order of the
Fibonacci sequence in the elementary cell, for two
different values of the incidence angle. Numerical results
were computed for a=b=12 mm, e /2
=3 GHz, and
m /2
=1 GHz. From a physical point of view, the Cantor-
type behavior of the plasmon-polariton subbands is due to
the loss of long-range spatial coherence of the electromag-
netic modes in the system caused by the quasiperiodicity of
the elementary cell Sm. As an additional illustration, Fig. 6
exhibits the various plasmon-polariton bandwidths of photo-
nic superlattices as functions of the incidence angle, for dif-
ferent values on the order m of the Fibonacci sequence in the
elementary cell. Needless to say, all the results discussed
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FIG. 2. Color online TE dispersion relation 	=	k, in the
vicinity of the magnetic plasmon frequency dashed lines, for vari-
ous values of the Fibonacci order m and for the incidence angle
=
 /3. Parameters were taken as in Fig. 1. The number of plasmon
polariton modes is just Fm−2.
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FIG. 3. Color online As in Fig. 1 with e /2
=3 GHz and
m /2
=1 GHz.
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FIG. 4. Color online TE plasmon-polariton dispersion relations
in photonic superlattices for two different values of incidence angle
and order m of the Fibonacci sequence in the elementary cell. Cal-
culations were performed for a=b=12 mm, and for plasma fre-
quencies e /2
=3 GHz and m /2
=1 GHz.
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here for TE modes have a similar counterpart for TM modes.
To summarize, we have studied the properties of plasmon
polaritons in 1D photonic superlattices in which Fibonacci
sequences Sm play the role of elementary cells. We have
shown that the properties of the plasmon polaritons in such
systems strongly depend on the Fibonacci-sequence order m.
If the plasmon frequency is an allowed frequency for normal
incidence, the number of plasmon-polariton modes appearing
for oblique incidence is just the number of metamaterial lay-
ers contained in Sm, and they correspond to the strong cou-
pling of photons and plasmons. On the other hand, if the
plasmon frequency lies within the n=0 gap, the number
of plasmon-polariton subbands is also Fm−2, but the light-
plasmon coupling weakens considerably, resulting in essen-
tially dispersionless plasmonlike subbands, with their fre-
quency spectra behaving as a Cantor-type set. Finally, we do
hope that the present study on magnetic/electric plasmon-
polariton modes will be useful for future experimental work
aimed at exploring the interplay between photonics and mag-
netism at nanoscales.
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FIG. 5. Color online TE plasmon-polariton band structures of
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FIG. 6. Color online TE plasmon-polariton bandwidth of pho-
tonic superlattices, as functions of the incidence angle, for different
values of the order m of the Fibonacci sequence in the elementary
cell. Parameters used in numerical calculations were taken as in
Fig. 5.
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